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Nurses in Tombel Hospital receiving BACDA-USA supplies 

Greeting Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 Following the objectives we set forth to combat high blood pressure and diabetes, and to 

reduce the incidents of heart attack as well as other preventable diseases, the Health Committee, under 

the auspices of President Evelyn Epie, acquired portable medical equipment to be distributed to health 

centers throughout Ekosse land. From Washington DC, we purchased blood pressure machines, 

glucometers, lancets, strips, bandages, among other supplies.  

The cargo was flown from Dulles International airport to Cameroon accompanied by myself, the chair of 

the committee.  

 While in Cameroon, we were assisted by some women at Ngab village, who packed the supplies 

to ease distribution. The first stop on our journey was the District Office in Tombel to inform the District 

Officer (DO) of our mission to his jurisdiction.  Although the DO was not available to receive us, the clerk 

at the office thanked BACDA-USA and wished us well on our trip.  

The chair of the committee offered his vehicle, a four wheel drive Nissan frontier to facilitate the 

medical distribution.  Mr.  Michael Mbide, brother to the chair volunteered to accompany him on the 

trip. 

 In Tombel Sub Division, the following Health Centers were visited:  Tombel, Ebonji, Nyassoso, 

Ndibesong (Ngusi), and Beseng.  We were unable to reach the health centers of Ndom and Nyandong, 

but their supplies were left behind for subsequent distribution.  

 



 
 At Baseng, two nurses receiving supplies  

 In Bangem Sub Division, with the assistance of Hon Nzoubontaneh, and Ms. Alice Ebwe, Chief of 

Bureau of Health,  representatives of the various health centers where assembled at the Bangem District 

Health Center on May 20, 2011. The following Health Centers were beneficiaries of BACDA-USA 

generosity: Bangam General, Nkak, Ekanjoh-Bajoh, Mbat, Ebamut, Tenta’Asome and Muabi. 

 

 
 Bangem nurses receiving supplies. 

 

 At each stop on our way, we were received with acclamation for the great job BACDA-USA is  

doing.  

 

 



 
  Nyassoso nurses singing praises 

 

The nurses in Nyassoso sang praises in recognition of the offer, while the Medical Doctor invited us to 

watch a surgical procedure in his theater. The nurses in Tombel and Nyassoso proudly showed off their 

scrubs that were directly sent to them from our brothers and sisters of BACDA-MINESOTA chapter.  They 

all   send a special thank you to BACDA-Minnesota and to BACDA-USA. 

 

 
 Doctors and Nurses in the Nyassoso Theater 

 

At Bangam District, the chief of Bureau, Ms. Alice Ebwe, thanked the association on behalf all health 

centers and assured us that the supplies were going to be well utilized for the good of the public. 

 The challenge we faced, like many others travelling the Ekosse land, is the treacherous and 

dilapidated roads. Those lucky, as we were, to travel on a sunny day, can give praises to the havens 

above, but when it rains, the Ekosse is cut off from the rest of the world.  

 The Health Committee would like to thank BACDA-USA for its relentless efforts in providing for 

the needy in our land. Your continuous assistance is lifting up spirits throughout Ekosse. May God 

continue to guide this great association. 

Long live BACDA-USA  

A Slide show follows. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


